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1. Introduction 

It ie well known that the photoemission experiments on the d.
band transition metals deviate from the results of the band structure 

calculations. Especially nickel is an example for which discrepancies 

are very serious. For example, the measured d-band width is smaller 
/1-3/ by ~bout 30% than the calculated one 1 a resonant satellite struc-

ture appears on the quasiparticle band structure about 6 eV below the 

Fermi level/4 ,5/ and the exchange splitting near the top of the fifth 

d-subband is only hSlf as large as the predicted from band theory/1 , 6- 8 t 

Now it is generally accepted that these effects can be unaerstood as 

consequences of strong correlationS in the Ni d-bands. 

A realistic model to describe such electron correlations in narrow 

ene.t;gy bands was p'roposed by Hubbard/91, and in the simplest case the 

Hamiltonian takes form 

H=L' -t,-at.a1• +Uti LITI.io'l'li-r 
ijll J .Ci 

( 1 ) 

where the creation (annihilation) operators for electrons in Wan 

nier states associated with the i-th site index with ~ are given 

by a.;:~ (a..,) . The operator ")'l..,·q is the corresponding number opera

tor and U characterizes the strength of the intra-atomic Coulomb 

interaction. 
The electron correlation effects can be allowed for by introducing 

the self-energy E(~ E) • The real part of this function corresponds 

to the shifted energy eigenvalues and the imaginary part implies broaden

ing of the bands. Once we have 1 t,, we can calculate the one-electron 

spectral function 

(2) 

Without the many-body interactions the spectral function (2) reduces 

to a.set of delta functions peaked at the corresponding band energies. 

Due to many-body interactions, the spectral function will be extended 

over a :wide energy range and w~ll show mo;re or' lese pronounced struc

ture,, In recent year a,' there baa been a oo,nsiderable amount Or expe

rimental work dealing' with the metal electronic band structure~ The 

experimental band structure determined, e.g. frOm photoemission data-.. 
corresponds for every k-value to the maxima of the spectral function 
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(2). In this context, it is evident that the self-energy £(.k; E) 
1~ a very important character1at1o of the many-electron system and ita 
careful calculation is very desirable. 

Since the three-dimensional Hubbard model is not integrable, there 
are different approximate methods for including the correlation effects. 
In spite of many attempts which seemed to be very reaeonable/10- 14/ we 
have decided to calculate the sel£-energy within second-order i~ LV'kl 
( ~ being ihe bandwidth) perturbation approach/15- 231. Although the 
perturbation 'series expansion has not had its convergence properties 
investigated and it may be convergent for small values of the parameter 
~~ or the convergence may only be asymptoti~, it is also (especially 
in recent years) widely us,ed in investigations of the heavy fermion 
problem describ~d by the Periodic AndersOn Model (PAM)/24- 281. This me
thod of description of the correlation effects automatically reproduces 
the Fermi liquid behaviour which is usually expected to be fulfilled1291 • 
Most of the existing approximations have difficulties in reproducing 
properly this Fe.rmi liquid behaviour/27 1 (for PAM). 

Recently, Bulk and Jelittc/171 have performed the calculations of 
the quasiparticle band structure using the one-band Hubbard modeL The 
correlation effects were inclUded within th<t modified seoond'-order pet'
turbation theory intended to d.escribe also stronger correlations than 
one usually ~riea to describe within the standard second-order ~erturba
tion approach. In addition, the calculations were performed in a self
consistent way, although only~ the quasiparticle occupation numbers 
and the chemical potential weri calculated in a selfoonsistent scheme. 
It means that the quasiparticle band structure needed fo,r the calcula
tion of the self-energy was unchanged during the selfconsistenoy process. 
Also, the self-energy they used depenBon a wave vector only through 

~ 
the first k-dependent term in a special expansion formula. As we have 
shoWn in Ref. /JO/ ,. such a short exp~sion formula can g!v~ for the self
energy in some oases results which are even worse than the obtained ... within so-called local approxiolatio·n (k-dependence of the self-energy 
is retained absolutely). 

The purpose of this work is to investigate the quasiparticle band 
structure baaed .on a more realistic version of the Hubbard model ( 1), 
namely, on the degenerate d-band model. We also present the self-energy . ~ 
curves with full k-dependence as well as we use thts nearly exactly 
calculated self-energy tOr calculations of the spectral density of the 
quasiparticle states, quasiparticle energy bands and quasiparticle den
sity of states. We have performed all these oaloulations with~n non-self
consistent and selfconsistent ways. In the case of selfconsistent app
roach· we have used at eaoh next step of the iteration process the ener-
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gy band structure obtained in the preceding step. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present 
the results of the·~ -dependent self-energy calculations. In Sec. 3, 
we give the spectral density of states, the quasiparticle energy bands 
and the quasiParticle density of states calculated within the non-self
consistent approach and in Sec. 4 within the selfconsistent approach. 

Sec. 4 contains also some remarks and conclusions. 

2. The second-order U -perturbation self-energy 

For the sake of completeness we· shall briefly outline the main 
. ideas used in computatiorf of the second-order .contribution to the self
energy. We refer to our previous paper for more details/ 30/, se-e also 
for independent similar calculations performed for PAM in/261. 

\ 

The second-order contribution to the self-energy for electrons in 
d-band degenerate Hubbard model reads (we consider a paramagnetic case 
and the spin indices will be omitted): 

M(i:E)= 9U 2 I f~{l·f~;){1-fii,;;)+(1-f<t)k.rf'i.P C
2

l 
I N 2 k E+t .... -E-----€-... -

r~ ~ ".,.r t'J.+r 
The numerical factor 9 corresponds to all the available scattering 
channels for a given spin electron. Now U is the average on-site 
Coulomb integral taken to be the same for each of the five d-bands. 

The expression for the self-energy (2) can be arranged·in the 
form c/15-17,20,25-28,30/) ' 

..;.~-<l-OCI 

M (k£)=9U2[e'k·R Iff~,®,~' J{(c;,p.y,)IXR_Ili,)JXRp,) ])(RP,) R -CO t+-w-,-W'.2.-w-l 
~ _. 

"'9U1 Leik·R /1(i{E) 
"R 

(3) 

where the function /'{'(l,.J'f)i..J-2, W'!o) contains all }7: factors 
appearing in Eq. (2) and R ~enoteB atomic positions ih the crystal. 
The functions .I:J(il, E) are "the lattice density of states" correspond
ing to the lattice Green functions/3 1 ,32/: 

GcR,E)= j; J;eii."R (£- €tJ 1• 
I< 

(4) 

Note that in formula (2) as well as in formula (3) we have to do six-
fold integration. This rather inconvenient, from computational 

. ' /17 26 ]0/ of view, formulas can be transformed as, follows ' ' : 

point 

= 
M ((E)~ 9U2 E E(R~kJMCi; E) (5) 

S=O 
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where R'= /RI ' ' 

and -> 
to the ~and structure E;t . Here Rs denotes 

the position 
corresponds 

vector of the atoms lying in the same neighbour shell and 
the sum is performed over neighbour shells. 
initial expansion formula for M( k..,., E) is 
ce density of states" .D(R~ E) is the same 

Such a reformulation of the 
possible because "the latti

-> for all vectors R 5 con-
necting the central atom with atoms lying at the same distance from it 
(here ".s ".'enumerates the successive neighbour shells). The functions 
€ ( R~ /.(') for success! ve values of .S have been given in Ref. /30/. In 
this way, in order to obtain the self-energy at many it -points of the Brillouin zone (BZ), one has to calculate the 3-fold integrals at the 
beginning of the problem and multiply them by functions e(R~ /2) . All -k-dependence of the self-energy is ~ontained in the functions E (I~SJ ft) 
and energy-dependence in the 3-fold integrals. The first term in expan
sion (5) corresponds to the l0?al approximation of Treglia et a1 1151 and 
the first two terms correspond to the formula used by Bulk and Jelitto 
in investigations of the one-band Hubbard model/171. Note that in order 
to perform self-consistent calculations, one should begin working with 
the s.elf-energy expressed in the general form 

M (r/:,iwM)=-9{~7 L~ Gr.c;. (iw-;)Gy-~ (tW",+,·w-,-iw-,)Gp- ( iW"2) 
a"JI.Jtt,p.?,. 

rather than in the form (2). Here, T denotes the temperature and t."uJ.n 
the Matsubare frequencies. All further calculations remain the same ex-
cept for ])( Rs:, E) to be inserted _ _,. 

D(R5E)=-.L'JmJ.L.'.G-~(E)eik-R.' (6) ' IT N "- • I? 
This idea' was used by Schweitzer and Cz-ycholl iri second-order U -per-
turbation treatment around the nonmagnetic Hartree-Fock solution of PAM 1271. They gave also another efficient algorithm for computations of the 
)-fold integrals appearing in Eq. (5). Note that usually one calculates 
the imaginary part of the self-energy and this means one has to perform 
two-dimensional integrals over some appropriate area in the energy space 
/)J/. Instead of this procedure, Schweitzer and Czycholl transformed the 
3-fold integral present in (5) to the following form: 

- i }t~ e'~E(A}c~)BR(,..II)+AR"(-J)B~(.;l)) (7) 
0 
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where AR ( ).)= Jd'l ])( R,?) f Cz )e;.Atz., 
0 

.BffO.)-= J a1 N R, 'l )(t-f(?))~-<Ae, 
0 

and Jm E)O ])(R, E) is given by Eq.(6). This way of calculations 
is very useful especially in the nonzero temperature case. 

J. Self-energy, spectral density and quasiparticle density of states: 
non-selfconsistent results. 

Let us apply the results of the previous section, Eqs. (2-4), for 
the calculations of the self-energy for a model electron band structure. 
Here, we compare the self-energy curves calculate~ within the commonly _,. -used local approximation with those calculated with full k-dependence. 
In addition,we calculate the self-energy alon-g formula (2) using the 
Monte-Carlo integration method. The 'double CP~ 'i.) sum in Eq. (2) 
was performed using for each k-vector about one million of random ge
nerated pairs of vectors (P~C(.). First, we calculated_ the imil.ginary 
part and in the next step, the real part by the Kramers-Kronig rela
tion. The cal"culations here done for a model SC crystal lattice With 
degenerate electron energy bands EiZ calculated in a tight-binding 
scheme for s-wave funtions with nearest-neighbour hopping integrals, 
only. The bandwidth~ equals 6 eV and the band limits are (-JeV, JeV). 
We have checked that formula (5) with the first six terms included 
works very well and such expansion can be served as a fast method (in 
comparison with the Monte-Carlo type integrati!on) for the self-energy 
calculations. Here, we give extensive numerical results for various 
bandfillings, Figs. 1-S. The full curves denote the results of Monte
Carlo type integrations, the broken curves represent the results obtai
ned within l_ocal approximation (only the first term in Eq.(S) is taken 
into account) and the dotted curves show the results obtained by using 
Eq.(S) with the first six terms included. In all these figures we give 
only the imaginary part of the self-energy, In Figs· 1~4 and 5 the 
bandfilling is equal to Ne:1,25, 2.50, 5.0, 7-5 and 8.75 electrons/bands, 
respectively. For all c~ses we show the results for three values of the -+ ~( ... -+ k-vector, namely for K, 000)%. -r, ~ = (100)IY<l- X , k = (111 )TT/a- R . 
At the first sight, we can conclude that the k-dependence of the self
energy is most prominent at the point r of BZ . At this point of k
space there are largest differences between the local approximation 
and exact calculations. They can be explained by looking at the for
mula (5) (of. 1171 ). T_he successive terms in this expansion formula 
enter into the general expression for the self-energy with "weights" 
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equal to 1, '6, 12, 8, 6, 24 for point 

r ; and for example for point X 
with ''weights'' equal to 1,2,0,-8,6,8, 

respectivefy. Note that our 6-terms 

expansion is sufficiently good in com

parison with the exact results. On 

the other hand, the local approximation 

seems to be rather unsatisfactory, es

pecially for bandfillings far away from 

the half-filled case - see, e.g. Ne= 

2.5 el./bands, point r for C<.EF 

and point R for E) EF i Ne =1 . 25 e l. /banda, point R for E < Er , as 

well as, for E)EF ;Ne =7.5el./bands, point r for E<Er; Ne =8.75 

el./bands, point r for EZEF . So large discrepancies between the 

exact results and the obtained withirl local approximatio~ may lead, as 

rule, to different lifetimes and energies of the corresponding quasi

particles. For example, there are esp~cially great differences in the 

values of the imaginary part of the self-energy for 1(;:: (OOO)nja, Ne= 

8.75 el./banda, Fig. 5. The main (exact) minimum is about 40% deeper 

than the one obtained within the local approximation, and there is a 

low energy tail only within the local approximation. 

It is interesting to study to what extent these differences in 
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the self-energy curves can modify the spectral density of st~tes, or 
equivalently, can lead to changes of the energy and lifetimes of the 
corresponding quasiparticles. Therefore, we have calculated the spect
ral density of states, - Yrr ·'J.m ( E- E~- L(k-to, E)Y 1 for the band
fillings Ne =5 el./bands and Ne =8.75 el./bands for two values of the 
Coulomb strength U/w•=1/4 and U/W=1/2, Figs. 6,9 and 12,15, respectively. 
In these figures ,we have displayed the spectral density of states for 
two special directions in BZ, namely for r...:.x and r- R directions. 
Looking at Figs. 6,9,12 and 15 one can observe the existence of two 
groups of well defined peaks in the spectral density of states. One group 
of peaks is centered essentially around the point r ( R.) the low (high) 
-energy excitations, and the second group is spread over the whole BZ. 
The comparison of the solid and broken curves emphasizes the necessity .... 
of including the full k-dependence into the self-energy. We observe 
expressive effect on the lifetime of the excitations which we identify 
with the narrow peaks in the spectral density of states. In comparison 

/JO/ ~T"''nS with the results of Ref. in which only first two in formula (5) are 
used, we observe significant quantitative changes within the low- and 
high-energy excitations. The lifetimes of t~e corresponding quasipartic
les increased significantly. On the other hand, the influence of the 
self-energy 

... 
k-dependence on the quasiparticles extending over whole BZ 

is rather small and leadS to decreasing of their lifetimes. The inc
reasing of the lifetime of the low- and high-energy quasiparticles can 

~ be simply explained in terms of the k- and E-dependence of the self-
~ -energy, see Figs. 3-4. Just taking into consideration the full k-depen-

dency of the self-energy leads to the disappearance of its long low-ener
gy tail (for point r at E< E~=' and small bandfillings) or high-
-energy tail (for point R at E'>EF and large bandfillings). This 
means that the corresponding quasiparticles are nearly not damped in 
comparison with quasiparticles obtained within the local approximation. 
As for the peaks ..,of the quasiparticle spectral density of states which 
belong to the energy band branch spreading over the whole BZ, one can 

~ observe the following effect due to the full k-dependent self-energy. 
For half-filled bands the lifetime of these quasiparticle excitations 
is shorter independently of the correlation· strength and for large band
fillings the lifetime of these excitations is longer. 

For better understanding of the spec~al density of states picture 
in our model system we have depicted in Figs. 7,10, and 13, 16 the solu
tions E(k') of the equation 

E(lt)~E~t-fo-NeU-M(It,E(k'l)=O CBJ 

Some of these solutions just represent the quasiparticle energy bands. 
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But one has to be careful because some of these E'(lt) curves are merely 

mathematical solutions of Eq.(B) and do not represent any real physi

cal quasiparticle band. Significance of such simultaneously performed 

calculations of the spectral density of states and solutions of Eq. 

(8) was thoroughly expl_ained in Ref./1?/ by Bulk and Jelitto. Here, we 

have also performed similar analysis but for 'degenerate d-band Hubbard 

model with nearly exact k-dependent self-energy- Eq. (5). In Fig. 7 

we present the solutions of Eq.(S) for the halffilled band case for 

U/~=1/4. The dotted, full and broken curves correspond to the self

energy calculated within the Hartree~Fock approximation, exact and lo

cal approximation, respectively. We have depicted all mathematical solu

'tions of Eq.(B), although, as we have mentioned above, some of them have 

no physical meaning. It is obvious that the figure has to be analy

zed only simultaneously with the spectral density of state curves, 

Fig. 6. Then, it is clear that nearly circular in shape branch of solu

tions E' CL:..") in Fig. 7 which are, located around r and R points of. 

BZ do not correspond to the quasiparticle energy band, They correspond, 

speaking in the language of the spectral density of stat.es, to the low

energy lying quasiparticle" peaks located just mainly around r and R 

points of BZ. It should be also noted that only a lower (higher) part 

of these solutions correspond to the well defined peaks. The other 

part of this solution branch is situated in an energy region with large 

damping-compare the imaginary part pf the self-energy in Fig. 3 for 

r ( R) point for low (high) energies. 

In Fig. 10 we present all solutions of Eq.(S) for the halffilled 

band but for stronger correlations, U/¥J~1/2. At the first sight, one 

can notice five solution branches spreading over the whole EZ for the 

case of exact self-energy and only one branch for the case of approxi-

-> 
mate k-independent self-energy (it is a middle one centered around zero 

energy value). But only after a careful comparison with the spectral 

density of stat.es, F:i.g. 9, we can conclude that in this case there is 

only one quasiparticle energy band with the well defined peaks (of the 

corresponding spectral density) in the whole BZ with energies lying in 

a narrow energy region centered around zero energy value. Although one 

can observe very sharp peaks of the spectral density of states along a 

lowest branch of solutions of Eq. (B) fork-points along A line of BZ, 

the corresponding peaks around R point of BZ are rather indistinctive 

from the broad background. For that reason we should not rather iden

tify these branches of ECk) with the quasiparticle energy bands. Two 

others branches of solUtions of Eq.(B) are situated in an energy region 

corresponding to a large damping. Note that in the case of ~-independent 

• 
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I 

I 
self-energy there is only one branch of solutions of Eq.(8) in spite of 

small differences between heights of the quasiparticle peaks (full and 

broken curves). 

In the case of nearly filled energy bands there is only one branch 

of solutions of Eq.(8) independently of the correlation strength, 

Figs. 13,16. The full !k-dependence of the self-energy leads to much bet

ter defined peaks of the spectral density especially. for low-energy 

lying quasi~article excitations. 

The knowledge of the spectral density of states 

culate the density of quasiparticle states 

DCE)-=-.L L'Jm (E·- e.-,L(k' E'))- 1 

NTi It lc. ' • 

enables us to cal-

(9) 

In Figs. 8,11 we have displayed .DCE) for halff'illed energy bands for 

yVW=1/4 and 1/2, respectively. Figs. 14 and 17 show the same function 

for nearly filled bands,f\le=8.75 el./bands. First of all we observe the 

satellite structures, especiallyclearly visible for stronger correla

tions independently of the bandfilling. They are very strong for half

-filled bands and occur at the wings of the original energy band. In 

addition, we observe a pronounced narrowing of the central peak of the 

quasiparticle density of states. Comparing Figs. 7 with 8 and 10 with 

11 one can attribute the narrow central peaks to the main branches of 

the quasiparticle band structure located on the energy scale in the vi

cinity of the zero energy value. The satellite structure can be explai

ned by additional excitations visible on the 

Figs. 6 and 4, and located around r 
-> 

and R 

spectral density of states, 

points of BZ. The full 

k-dependence of the self-energy influences, in principle, only the sate-

llite regions of D(E). It makes the satellite structures sharper and 

narrower. Note also a considerable band narrowing with increasing of 

the cor~elation strength. The quasiparticle density of states can be 

decomposed into three (two) parts for half-filled (nearly full) bands 

and the width ·of the main part of D(E) can be attributed to the quasipar

ticle energy band, Figs. 7 and 8, 10 and 11, 13 and 14, 16 and 17. 

In Figs. 14 and 17 we have marked on the energy 

of the Fermi levels E~ and EF ~ corresponds 

axis the positions 

to the initial Hart-

re~-Fock density of states (dropped lines) and is consistent with the 

corresponding bandfilling. The Fermi level ~f , on the other hand, is 

obtained using the quasiparticle density of states corrected by the cor

relation effects (solid line). It is clear that these differences bet

ween both values of the Fe!mi levels are consequences of the non-self

consistent calculations. In the case of the half-filled bands the Fermi 

levels E"t: and E~ are the same for symmetry reasons. 

II> 



4. The self-consistent approach 

The non-aelfconsistent U-perturbation treatment of the correlation effects in the Hubbard, PAM or Anderson models is very often used in literature in context of various problems (see for example/15 , 16 , 18-20 '24-27' 30' 33' 34 /). ·The non-~elfconsistency means, however, that the quasiparticle band structure used for the calculations is not consistent with the one obtained from such calculations. Moreover, the Fermi level E~ calculated on the basis of the quasiparticle band structure is not equal to the one-electron Fermi level E; . Due to the positive real part of the self-energy near E~ , the Fermi ene~gy E~ is less negative thanE; (compare Figs. 1~> 17 ). For that reason, some of the quasiparticle& below the true Fermi energy EF have infinite lifetimes and those at E f have short lifetimes/191 . The first attempts to restore this deficieil.cy of- ~the non-selfconsistency was made by Kleinm~n and Mednick1191 but their procedure is not uniquely determined. The idea of the selfconsistency in solid state physics is not new. We remind only here the theory of localis~tion of Gijtze/351, theory of superconduotivity/36/ or even the so-called Hubbard-flf solution. Recently, we have performed the selfconsistent calculations of the quasiparticle density of states for the Hubbard model 122 , 23 , 331. The main result of these calculations was the disappearing of the satellite structure on the quasiparticle density of state curves. These results were confirmed by other authors/28,37/. 
In order to compare the results of the previous sections with the aelfconaistent calculatiOns, we present here the spectral density Of states, the quasiparticle energy bands (solutions of Eq.(S)) and quasiparticle density of states forNe =5 el./banda andU/W =1/4, 3/8-'(Figs. 18-20) and ferNe =8.75 el./bands, u;w =1/4, 1/2 (Figs. 21-22). We have performed calculations for half-filled bands and for UAN=318 (and not forUAy=1/2 as in Fig. 9-11) because of the numerical conv~rgence problems. We hope that such a small difference in a correlation strength does not forbid us to make a comparison with the non-selfconeistent results obtained forUAN=1/2. The calculations were performed for the SC tight-binding electronic structure and all energies were measured in the half~bandwidth units (the initial free electron ~nergy band was placed in (-1,+1) limits). The self-consistent procedure has been described in our papera122 , 231 . The self-energy we have used in this approach was calculated within the local approxi·mation. In this way, we can calculate the quasiparticle density of states performing only one-dimensional integrals at each step of the iteration process. On the contrary, using ~ . the full k-dependent self-energy, one has to perform three-dimensional 
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ENERGY 

Fig. 18. 
The spectral density of states 
in aelfconsi-stent appr-Oach. 
Ne =5 el./bands and UjW=3/8. 

!:bkf+N 
2x t::. r A R s x z M r. r 

Fig. 19. 

The quasiparticle band structure 
in a selfconsistent approach. 
Ne =5 el. /bands and lJIW =3/8. 
The full line corresponds to so
lutions of Eq.(5), the broken 
line corresponds to the sp~ctral 
de-nsity of states peak 'a posi
tions .and dotted line corresponds 
to the Hartree-Fock solution. 
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Fig. 20. 

The quasiparticle density of. 
states for Ne ;5el./bands and 
YIW=1/4 (full line), U/W =3/8 
(broken line). The dotte··a line 
represents the Hartree-Fock so-

6 'lution. 
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Fig. 21. 
The same as in Fig. 18 but for 
Ne =8.75 el./bands and U/W=1/2. 
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Fig. 22 

-The quasiparticle density of states in a selfconsistent approach 
ferN?_ =8.75 el./bands, U/w =1/4 (left-hand side) and U/W =1/2 (right-hand side). -
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Fig. 23 

The self-energy for nickel un
correlated density of states, 
The full (broken) line corres
ponds to U/w =1 /4 (1 /2) in a 
selfconsistent approach and 
dotted line in a non-selfcon
sistent approach. 

Fig. 24 

The same as in Fi.g. 23 bu,t 
for bee canonical uncorrelated 
density of states with band
filling corresponding for iron. 



integrals over a complex function for many energy values forming a suffi

ciently dense energy grid. ,The knowledge of the quasiparticle density 

of states on a dense energy grid is required because this function is 

input data for the self-energy calculations. The replacement of the k
dependent self-energy by the k-independent one can only be justified if 

we could guarantee that such simplification does not introduce any qua

litative changes in a final result. According to our earlier calcula

tions, we can conclude that the selfconsistency process always removes 

the satellite structure independently of its strength. The~efore, we ho-
~ 

pe that despite a stronger satellite struc·ture in the case of k-inde-

pendent self-energy, the selfconsistency process removes this structure 

from the quasiparticle density of states, too. 

As aelfconsistent results for the quasiparticle density of states 

do not exhibit any additiona+ satellite structure, the quasiparticle . (~ 
energy band should contain only one branch of values E' IZ) without any 

other possibilities. Indeed, in Fig. 19, Ne. =5 el./bands,U/w =3/8, the~e 

is only o~e band (full line). The dotted curve corresponds to the Hart

ree-Fock result, and the broken curve was constructed using the energy 

values corresponding to the positions of the spectral density of state 
-~ 

peaks. The spectr~l density of states, Fig. 18, contains for every k-

value only one well obtained, shaTp peak. There arenoany additional qua

siparticle excitations at low energies (for r point of BZ) or at high 

energies (for R point of BZ). The quasiparticle density of states cur

ves, Fig. 20 - full (broken) line corresponds to U/W =J/8 ( u;w =1 /4), are 

very smooth in comparison with those in Figs. 8,11. Very similar results 

are obtained also for greater bandfillings. For example. Figs. 21 and 22 

show the spectral density of states and the quasiparticle density of sta

tes, respectively, forNe=8.75 el./bands andU/w,1/2- Figs. 21,22 left

-hand side and· for UJw=1/4- Fig. 22 right-hand· side. 

In Figs. 23 and 24 we show the self-energy calculated within the 

local approximation (dotted curves) in a non-selfconsistent way and in 

a selfconsistent way. Fig. 23 corresponds to the nickel initial-uncorre

lated density of states (Ne =9.4 el./bands) and Fig. 24 corresponds to 

the bee canonical d-band uncorrelated density of states. /)8 / with the 

bandfilling appr-opriate for iron CNe =7.4 el./bands). These results ob

tained for realistic uncorrelated densities of states in a fully self

consistent way confirm those of Bulk and Jelitto obtained within their 

thermodynamically selfconsistent scheme. Namely, in a eelfconsistent 

approach there is except explicit· dependence of the self-energy on the 

Coulomb strength also additional pronounced implicit corrections. It is 

interesting that with increasing correlation strength the self-energy 
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increases much slower than with U2 factor. For that reason the results, obtained within the selfconsistent approach even for greater values of the electron correlations could be more reliable than the corresponding non-selfconsistent results obtained for the same values of U. In summary, we have compared the self-energy curves calculated within second-order U -perturbation treatment for the degenerate d-bands 4 Hubbard model with full k-dependence and within the local approximation. ~ 

Based· on this k-dependent self-energy, we have calculated the spect·ral density of states, the quasiparticle energy bands and the quasiparticle -> density of states. Taking the k-dependent self-energy one obtains narro-wer ana sharper satelllte structures on the quasiparticle energy bands. We have also compared all these results with those calculated in a selfconsistent way. In this case, the spectral density of states· has onepeaked character without any (besides the main peak) additional quasiparticle excitations present in a non-selfconsistent approach. As a consequence, also the quasiparticle density of states does not contain any satellite-liKe structures regardless of the correlation strength or bandfilling. 
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